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It's a boom for anyone who's ever dreamed of cosplaying as a mustachioed plumber fighting shell-consuming dragons and sliding down magical sewer pipes. Universal Studios Japan will open its Super Nintendo World park this summer in Osaka, Japan. On January 13, the company released a new teaser that is basically just a CG music video, but might hint
a little at what's to come. The video shows a lot of people playing switch and dancing in Mario-t-t wonderland. However, launched with the video at a press conference in Tokyo, the site gives a small peek behind the green curtain. The park promises to track digital activities throughout the park, and features bracelets called Power Up Bands that can be synced
with a smartphone app. The bands allow you to compete against other park guys and collect coins, reports Kurumi Mori, a Bloomberg reporter based in Tokyo. At the press conference, Theirry Coup, creative director of Universal Creative, called the park a life-size, live video game. The site says via Google that guests can travel in the park on Yosh's back. In
addition, it had previously been confirmed that it would include a new-time Mario Kart ride. It's exciting, albeit predictable, because how could you have a Mario-themed park without a Mario Kart ride. For anyone who doesn't plan a trip to The Part or the Summer Olympics, the good news is that there are plans to bring in Super Nintendo World, the equivalent of
Universal Studios in Hollywood and Orlando, as well as Singapore at some point. Unfortunately, there is no timetable for its arrival at this stage. h/t VergeSign here for our daily Thrillist email and subscribe here to our YouTube channel for a fix on the best of food/drink/fun. Dustin Nelson is a senior writer for thrillist. Follow him @dlukenelson. Channeling
popular and fun movies, Shrek 4-D is a fairytale adjusting kingdom for Romp Duloc and its quipster residents. Using every 3D and 4D trick in the book (and then some with innovative new features), the attraction is perfect. With lovable characters and quick-fire jokes, you scream with laughter. Thrill Scale (0=Wimpy!, 10=Yikes!): 2.5Loud sounds, moving seats,
gotcha devicesAtraction type: 3D theater performance with moving seats and other 4-D sensory improvementsHeight limit: NoneLocations: Universal Studios Florida and Universal Studios Japan. Note that Universal Studios Hollywood also used to showcase the Shrek attraction, but in 2018 it dreamworks theatre of the exhibition building with Fu Panda, what
are you? The same people who created the hugely popular Shrek movies, DreamWorks and voice actors, Mike Myers, Eddie Murphy, Cameron Diaz and John Lithgow, lent their gifts to universal studios' winning appeal. The striking computer animation and laugh-per-minute style turns well to the 4D theatrical experience. Authentically, 4-D refers to a threedimensional movie (yes, you still have to wear these funny glasses, called OgreVision goggles here) that are specially equipped to immerse viewers with added sensory ticker measure. Perfectly synchronised watersprites, air bursts and other improvements draw guests to remarkable 3D landscapes. The Shrek 4-D takes it a step further with seats that move
both horizontally and vertically. That in itself isn't a motion simulator attraction like Back to the Future or Disney's Star Tours, but the seats contain a surprising amount of movement, and the Shrek 4D is the line between a theatrical performance and a ride. The jam-like pre-show confirms the story. Captured Three Little Pigs and Pinocchio, along with The
Magic Mirror, explain how the ghost of Lord Farquaad, supposedly defeated in the first Shrek film, wreaks havoc on the great end of the head. The obnoxious lord himself appears on screen and announces his intentions to steal Princess Fiona away on her honeymoon with Shrek, kill her and make her eerie queen in the underworld. He informs us of the
intruders that we are now his prisoners. Farquaad instructs his Jaeths to prepare the auditorium and explains that he uses torture devices (moving seats) to get us to reveal the princess's whereabouts. It's never entirely clear how or why the public would know Fiona's location. And there is a connection between the pre-show and the main feature. When the
show starts, Farquaad will never question us. In fact, we are only third-party observers of the action (albeit with an incredible view) as it progresses. The story itself is a little lame, but telling the story is so immersive and funny that it's easy to forgive all the breaks. A big part of the fun is at Disney's expense. Shrek movies ruthlessly sleach sacred fairy tales and
take special joy by directing spiked singers at Disney. The attraction of the Shrek theme park embraces the messin'with-the-mouse mantle. Given Universal Studios' proximity to Walt Disney World in Florida, it's even more outrageous to catch the references. For example, the show begins with a sweet Tinker Bell flying over the screen and sharing his fairy
dust... And eaten by a frog. And you have to love the poster in line promoting the Enchanted Punk Room, located in Parasiteland. Shrek sensitivity fits the Universal Attraction Fashion: hard, wild and face-to-face. Where Disney excels at creating or recreateing warm, fused childhood memories, Universal is a young person who wants to blow everything In all
the meetings at the theme park, it explodes, but the Shrek 4-D doesn't stray too far from the tried and tot. I don't think I'm giving too much to reveal that the green giant will eventually have its princess, and everyone will live happily ever after. Except Tinker Bell. Fairy dust and wishing for a star are no match for a frog. Thank you for telling us! Universal Studios
Hollywood offers some of the best theme park attractions in the world. In fact, almost all of its main attractions are world-class attractions. Let's count the top 10 rides in the park. First, a little history. When Universal Studios Hollywood first opened in the mid-1960s, it wasn't a theme park in the traditional sense. Its primary feature was its backstage studio tour
and offered no dark rides, roller coasters or other attractions found in places like Disneyland. That began to change as the park added performances and elements to the tour, designed more to entertain and enchant than to show how movies were made. The park really began to evolve in 1991 when it opened E.T. Adventure, its first story-based attraction.
Using impressive animatronics and moody bicycle-style driving vehicles, Universal showed that it could compete with Disney and develop its own E-Ticket rides. (E.T. has since been closed.) For the same connections, Universal Orlando opened, and Universal Creative, a cheerful group of designers whose counterparts are Walt Disney Imagineering, began to
turn around major attractions on both coasts. And significantly, we don't mean sightseeing that takes you back to the attractions disney creates. We mean sights that are significant and in some cases even exceed what Imagineers has achieved. Universal has brought great breakthroughs in driving design, immersive surroundings and theme park storytelling.
01/10 Allrighty, let's move on to the best rides and start with the top-notch attraction, Harry Potter and the Forbidden Journey. It is part of Harry Potter's richly themed Wizarding World and is located in Hogwarts Castle (which serves as a driving queue and is so intricatly detailed that it could be an attraction in its own right). Harry Potter and the Forbidden
Journey is an update on a groundbreaking attraction first introduced at the original Wizarding World in Universal Orlando's Adventure Islands. When it debuted in Hollywood, that one-up Florida equivalent of introducing its media in 3D. This caused some passengers nausea, but Universal has since removed the 3D images. Since the media is made at high
resolution, the loss of 3D does not greatly affect the attraction. Continue to 2 of the 10 below. 02/10 Universal Studios Hollywood on old-school trams, jokey tour guides and stops at the back door of the studio Old set and other places from decades ago, you might think studio tour would be nostalgia-tying nostalgia-tying But you'd be wrong. Nostalgia plays an
important role. Trams bypass the original Psycho house and, for example, the tasteless re-display of a jaw shark attack. But the tour offers a great balance of old and contemporary features such as Jurassic World and War of the Worlds remake. It also offers a mix of real Hollywood filmmaking filled with immersive attractions. Passengers pass the actual sound
stages with movies and screenings that are in production. They also experience an earthquake, flooding and more through impressive effects and theme park tricks. The long tour (it can last from 60 minutes to an hour) is thoroughly entertaining and enlightening. It dates back to the opening of the park in the mid-1960s and remains its heart and soul. Unlike
other movie theme parks, Universal Studios Hollywood is a real, functional movie studio with a history, and Studio Tour offers a great way to take advantage of its authenticity. Continue to 3 of the 10 below. 03/10 Universal Studios With the help of a groundbreaking travelling business base driving system developed by Universal Studios Hollywood Universal
Creative, Transformers: The Ride 3D takes travelers into the world of popular Michael Bay movies through dark driving. The action is intense, and the visuals are dazzling. Like Harry Potter and the Forbidden Journey, this is one of the main attractions throughout the park. Continue to 4 of the 10 below. 04/10 Universal Studios Hollywood Universal's own Mints
and other characters from the popular and fun Despicable Me films are featured in the stunning ride movie. Very def resolution helps to make the Despicable Me Minion Mayhem particularly immersive and immersive. It is simultaneously funny, heartwarming and full of intense action. Continue to 5 of the 10 below. 05/10 Universal Studios Hollywood And not a
separate attraction, King Kong is actually one of the highlights of the Studio Tour. It's a motion simulator ride that (ingeniously) includes trams. They enter the immersion tunnel and are locked in motion bases. While trams never move more than a few inches in any direction, you swear you will be mercilessly thrown when a great monkey fights with dinosaurs.
What a fun thing! Continue to 6 of the 10 below. 06/10 Universal Studios Hollywood Another element of the studio tour, Fast &amp; Furious serves as its finale. Like King Kong, it's a motion simulator ride that utilizes trams, business platforms and a immersion tunnel to transport passengers to an alternate reality - in this case, the underground racing world
popular with Fast &amp; Furious movies. Again, trams are unlikely to fly, but guests feel like they are flying at 75mph. The images are a little distorted, and the effect isn't quite as good as Kong's experience. Continue to 7 of the 10 below. Continue to 8 of the 10 below. 08/10 Universal Studios Hollywood Housed exhibition at the exhibition Hosted before the
past but not forgotten (at least diehard fans) Back to the Future: The Ride, The Simpsons Ride is a business simulator attraction. The media is projected into the hemispheric Omnimax dome. Like a TV show, it's really funny. You might be a little put off by its 3D-style animation (TV characters don't quite look like the ones we all adore) and its slightly grainy and
dark image. Continue to 9 of the 10 below. 09/10 Universal Studios Hollywood It's a compelling dark ride/water ride that takes boat-glass passengers past animatronic dinosaurs and into a true (ish) version of Jurassic Park. It's also a shoot-the-chutes thrill ride with a heartfelt high, steep and fast finale. Continue to 10 of the 10 below. 10/10 Universal Studios
Hollywood Universal Studios Hollywood 10. It's a show. It's based on an old movie that was a bomb. Starring Kevin Costner, the film WaterWorld was one of the most expensive productions of its era, and was a critical flop that performed miserably at the box office. Oddly enough, the stunt show based on the failed film has thrilled park audiences for years. It's
full of special effects, explosions and other pyrotechnic effects. Pyrotechnics.
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